
USER MANUAL

Smart Fitness Band

1. Time (interface will light up when detects movement)

2. Pedometer (steps, distance, calories)

3. Sleep monitoring

4. Messages / SNS (Facebook, Twitter, …) / Email reminder

5. Sport goal set up, sharing sports information

6. Dynamic hear rate monitoring

7. Smart alarm

8. Sedentary reminder

9. Data APP/APK synchronization

10. OTA upgrade

Before using this product, please read the instructions carefully.

Long press for 3 seconds

Wave O2 Pro (FT08)
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Please charge your new device for at least 10 
minutes to have it activated before initial use. 
Insert the charging plug of the host into the USB 
port for charging. Make sure the pins on the 
charging plug contact those in the USB port.
In case that device is under low battery, connect 
the device host to an adapter for charging. 
Device will automatically boot up once charged. 
Remove the device host from the power supply 
once fully charged.
USB charger requirement: DC USB port 
(5V�500mA)
Charging time: 1�2hr(s)

Download "Purifit2.0" APP for Android and iOS 
devices. 
Option 1: Search for "Purifit2.0" in APP store or 
Google Play and download to your smartphone.

Notes:
● This fitness tracker requires IOS 9.0 & above or 
Android 5.0 & above system.
● "Purifit2.0" APP is only compatible with 
smartphones. 

Date& time, steps calculation, heart rate test, 
distance, calorie, mobile phone synchronization
When the fitness band is connected to the APP, 
the data will be synchronized, and the first 
synchronization will last for 1 to 2 minutes.

BUILT-IN FUNCTIONS

REMINDER SETUP

HEART RATE MONITORING

Open the reminder and notification of the APR 
and open the corresponding access in the phone 
set�up, allow APP to visit phone call, message, 
Email, Facebook and Twitter, then the reminder of 
call and message can be achived.

MORE FUNCTIONS
Please download the APP to know and use more 
functions.

FAQs
Failed to find the device when pairing
1) Make sure the Bluetooth of your smartphone is 
ON.
2) Make sure the distance between your 
smartphone and the fitness band is within 30cm.
3) Make sure the "Purifit 2.0" APP is trusted by your 
smartphone by going to your
smartphone system Settings, finding "Purifit 2.0" 
APP and enabling the Location and all 
Notifications (Specific setting methods may vary 
according to different smartphones)
4) Make sure the fitness tracker is under unbind 
status before pairing.
5) Open "Purifit 2.0" APP on your smartphone and 
tap on "Device"       "Bind device", then your 
smartphone starts searching devices. Select 
"RS Wave" in the list of found devices, and tap on 
"RS Wave" to connect the device to your 
smartphone.
6) If you failed search the device, reboot your 
smartphone and Bluetooth to search it again.

Failed to charge the device
Make sure the direction of the device's USB plug 
is correct when plugging into the USB
port for charging. Please remove the device host 
from the power supply once fully charged. 
Prolonged charging may shorten the battery's 
life.

Failed to count steps accurately 
Regarding the step counting, this fitness tracker 
has a built�in 3D sensor. It registers your steps 
when you swing your arm. Sometimes the data 
on device may displayed a little delayed. And it 
will reset itself if you walk continuously less than 40 
steps. To test the accuracy of the pedometer, 
please walk casually and continuously up to 100 
steps or more. 

2)  The "Purifit 2.0" APP was ended in phone 
background process. 
To reconnect the device to your smartphone, 
please kindly refer to the following tips:
1)  Go to your smartphone system Settings, find 
"Purifit 2.0" APP and enable the Location and all 
Notifications. (Specific setting methods may vary 
according to different smartphones. 
2)  Clear all running/background processes in 
your smartphone, go to "Purifit 2.0" APP, and 
swipe down Mainpage, then the device will 
reconnect to your smartphone and refresh data. 
You can also restart you smartphone and 
Bluetooth, then rebind the device on APP. 

To sync your tracker data to "Purifit 2.0" APP, go to 
"Purifit 2.0" APP and swipe down Mainpage 
under connection state. 

Make sure the wrist band sit neatly on your wrist 
before use. Tap on the touch key to go to the heart 
rate mode and wait for 10~20s to detect the heart 
rate. 

Calls/SMS notification function works when the 
device connects to your smartphone via APP. 
Please kindly refer to the following tips:
1) Go to your smartphone system Settings, find 
"Purifit 2.0" APP and enable the Location and all 
Notifications (Specific setting methods may vary 
according to different smartphones)

SYNCHRONIZING THE DATA
Firstly, connect the bracelet with your mobile phone, 
then pull�to�refresh on the main interface of APR and 
the date will be synchronized and the bracelet time 
will be corrected automatic. Date synchronized 
includes: steps, calorie, distance, sleep time, heart 
rate, etc After synchronizing successfully, you can 
check it in the main interface of APR The first 
synchronization will last for 1�2 minutes.

NOTES
1. The bracelet is not suggested to wear when taking 
a shower or swimming.
2. 1t is not allowed to replace the battery at random.
3. The bracelet must be charged by the build�in 
charging wire.
4. Please connect the bracelet when synchronizing 
the bracelet
5. Do not exposure the bracelet to the place of 
extreme high or low temperature for a long time.

Switch the bracelet to the screen of heart rate 
monitoring and wait for 3 seconds. When the 
heart icon jumps repeatedly and the heart rate 
LED lights up on the back of the bracelet, it 
indicates the start of the heart rate test. The 
current heart rate number will appear after 10 
seconds, and the heart rate test will be quitted 
automatically. You can also test the heart rate, 
synchronize the test data and set up the 
automatic test of the heart rate by connecting 
the APP on your mobile phone.

From 6pm to 10am, the fitness band will monitor 
automatically. If you are sleeping, the fitness 
band will enter the sleep monitoring mode 
automatically. The sleeping data will be 
displayed on your phone if you synchronize the 
APP.

Long press for 3 seconds to enter sport mode 
when the screen shows the sport mode. There will 
be several modes to choose from: run, walk, ride , 
…

Then long press for 3 seconds to start running or 
other exercise. You can finish your exercise by 
long pressing the touch key.

SLEEP MONITORING

SPORT MODE

FT08说明书料号：

Option 2: Searching the QR code, scan and 
download APP. 
Use the QR code Scan tool to scan the following 
QR code, open the link and follow the instructions 
to download APP. 
Tip: In case of problems when opening the link, 
copy the link and open it in a browser.    

1. Enable Bluetooth before binding the device.
2. Open "Purifit2.0" APP on your smartphone and 
tap on     "Device"       "Bind device", then your 
smartphone starts searching devices.
3. Select "RS Wave" in the list of found devices, 
press the touch key on your fitness tracker to 
connect the deviceto your smartphone.
(If failed searching the device, please tap on the 
touch key to wake the device (screen lights on), 
then start searching with your smartphone one 
more time.) 

Notes: 
● After first successful searching and binding, if 
you enable the Bluetooth function of the 
smartphone afterwards, the device will 
automatically search and link back to the 
smartphone it has bound. 
●  If the device is unbound under connected 
state, the APP will set the settings back to default. 
All data on the device will be cleared. If the 
device is unbound under disconnected state, the 
APP will set the settings back to default, but the 
data on the device will not be cleared.
● The device can only link to one smartphone at a 
time. During connecting please confirm there is no 
other smartphones nearby.

Long press for 3 seconds

ulnar styloid
correctly wear the bracelet

Note:
For iOS smartphones, if you failed to find "DS�Z10F" in 
the APP, take the following steps:
a) Go to your smartphone "Settings"        "Bluetooth". 
Under "MY DEVICES", find "RS Wave", tap on "       " 
Forget This Device" and turn off Bluetooth.
b) Reboot smartphone and open the "Purifit 2.0" 
APP. When it asked whether to turn on the Bluetooth 
switch, click OK to search and bind your device.

Failed to receive SMS/Calls notifications 

2)  Turn Bluetooth on and go to the "Purifit 2.0" 
APP to bind the device. 
3)  Switch "Message Reminding" function on, and 
click "       " to save your settings. 

Failed to measure heart rate 

The device will disconnect from your smartphone in 
the following cases: 
1)  Smartphone Bluetooth was off or exceed normal 
Bluetooth connection distance range. The normal 
Bluetooth connection distance is within 10 meters, it 
can easily be reduced by walls or furniture, etc. 

Failed to connect to the smartphone 

Failed to sync your tracker data to APP 


